
HWC Coordinator Checklist 
 

 Before the trip: 
 Discuss with the Trip Programmer (TP) a suitable date and duration for your walk 

 The walk should be familiar to you and well within your capabilities or you have done a pre-
trip reconnaissance or Walk Preview states it is exploratory 

 Discuss with TP the requirements for your Walk Preview 
The Walk Preview must accurately describe the terrain and unusual risks the walkers will 
encounter 

 Is the walk suitable for Prospectives? Are there conditions i.e. fitness, confidence on boulders 
etc 

 Prepare suitable screening questions (if any) 
What has the intended participant done before? Do they have the right clothing/gear?  Can 
they cope with the walk conditions? When was the last similar walk? 
State minimum requirements for the walk 
Be prepared to tell intended participant ‘not this trip’ 

 Prepare a Walk Preview, and add it to the website (Dashboard/Offer Activity) or email to Trip 
Data Officer 

 Obtain appropriate maps covering the whole trip 

 On the day of the walk: 
 Arrive early 

 Introduce yourself to the people as they arrive 

 Get people to print their names on the Trip Report form as they arrive; 
Visitors and guardians must also sign waiver 

 Organise car-pooling and state the minimum clothing / water requirements for the walk 

 Instruct drivers about the route, and rendezvous points 

 At the trail-head: 
 Explain trip and rest / regrouping stops 

 Appoint a tail-end-Charlie 

 Remind everyone about what to do if they need to leave the track or if separated from party 

 Tell lead walkers to stop for next person at any intersection or place where trail is indistinct 

 During the trip: 
 Keep the group together or within earshot, always in fog or scrub; 

if needed agree who will meet where by when 

 Ensure those who were last to arrive at a stop have sufficient rest before group moves on 

 Have regular stops for clothing adjustment, rest, drink and food 

 Watch for signs of stress/walking problems – take preventative measures when warranted 

 Ensure all of group are aware of changes in direction and haven’t missed a turn 

 Regularly count numbers 

 Cope with any emergencies that arise (use the skills of the group) 

 After the trip: 
 Check everyone has returned to vehicles 

 Ensure all cars have started before anyone leaves. For long drives consider some rendezvous 
points. 

 Sign forms if required 

 Complete report on website or advise Trips Data Officer 

 


